CASE STUDY

PILLAR TO POST HOME INSPECTORS
ENJOY A 59% INCREASE IN
FRANCHISEE SIGNINGS FROM LEADS
BY IMPLEMENTING ROS®
ROS® is a process-driven system that has helped multiple brands find a way to create step-change
increases for franchise development and recruitment in a way that is predictable, sustainable, and
measurable. Pillar To Post Home Inspectors, a home inspection franchise company headquartered in
the US and Canada, joined CGI Franchise in 2019 to help fine-tune their recruitment process.

CH A L L EN G E
Pillar To Post Home Inspectors has been a highly successful franchise for 20+ years. However, around 2017, their recruitment
hit a plateau, with the trend continuing through to 2019.
With over 5,000 quality leads a year and highly experienced recruiters, they converted less than 1% of these leads into
franchisees. Halfway through 2019, they had only converted 0.86% of their leads to signing a franchise agreement, totaling
21 signings. In 2020, despite Covid, the data was the same as in 2019.
The leadership of Pillar To Post knew that they had a great product and a great company model, but also knew deep down
that they should be signing more franchise agreements each year.

SOLUT I O N
Eric Steward, Director of Franchise Recruiting for Pillar To Post, and Art Coley, CEO of CGI Franchise, met at a franchising
event. After a quick explanation from Eric, Art asked if the ROS® support team could assess their franchise development
efforts. What became clear to the CGI Franchise team was that Eric had one very talented recruiter and three more who
were trying to replicate what they felt was personality-based recruitment. That one recruiter was unconsciously competent
when it came to recruitment but did not know how to coach everyone else to do what they did.
CGIF was able to demonstrate that recruitment should be process-driven, focusing on the candidate and what that
candidate was striving to achieve by becoming a franchisee.
We compared the performance metrics of each individual recruiter by mapping their efforts to the ROS® process. We
identified the gaps and proposed a solution that included the Pillar To Post team going “all-in” on adopting the ROS®
process.
The solution involved:
Recruiter training
Management training
Adoption of the ROS® process
Adopting the ROS® management dashboard, which gave the metrics needed to close the gaps
It also included ongoing support from ROS® coaches and establishing actual CEO buy-in by running monthly Executive
Recruitment Reviews (ERRs).

R E SU LTS
The key result is that Pillar To Post has enjoyed a 59% growth in franchisee signing conversions as well as lowering
their investment per signing since becoming a Brand Partner of CGI Franchise. The results speak for themselves.
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CO N CLUS I O N
Implementing the Recruitment Operating System® has given Pillar To Post the ability to transform the company’s spirit
and revitalize the mindset and performance of their team. The initial skepticism Pillar To Post had faded as they moved
further into the process. CGI Franchise has not only given Pillar To Post a solid community to reach out to when needed,
but it has also given them a more sustainable, predictable, and data-driven process to follow that will drive results year
after year. Eric now leads a team of five recruiters and can pinpoint who needs what to have the most success. In Pillar
To Post’s case, they learned that they did not need to add more; instead, they needed the right tools. After aligning to
the ROS® process, implementing best practices, and adding Discovery Day into the mix, they hit the ground running
and have not stopped since. Pillar To Post was named No. 1 Home Inspection Franchise in 2021 Entrepreneur Rankings.

“WE AL SO KNEW WE WERE AT A POINT WHERE WE N EEDED TO
EXPAND THE T EAM BECAU SE OU R G OAL BECAM E 100 SIGNINGS
A YEAR. WE DID NOT HAVE A PROCESS TO TRAIN PEOPLE,
AND WITH THE HELP OF CG IF, WE HAVE NOW T RAINED AND
ONBOARDED FOU R NEW REC RU IT ERS WITHIN T HE PA ST YEAR.”
– Eric Steward, Director of Franchise Recruiting | Pillar to Post Home Inspectors

Learn more at cgifranchise.com/case-studies
& Franchise.Pillartopost.com

BECOME A PARTNER!
If you’d like to discover if ROS® is right for your
brand, let’s talk. Please visit our website at
cgifranchise.com or email us at
info@cgifranchise.com.

LET’S GO TO WORK!
cgif ranchise.com | (254) 239-5411

